1. Fubini's theorems. By a manifold we mean a pure dimensional manifold having a countable base. First we assemble a few well-known facts about differential forms, beginning with the trivial Proposition 1.1. Let M and N be manifolds of class Cx, and let v. M -^ N be a map of class C1. Let x be a differential form of degree k on N. Suppose that do has rank s<k at x e M. Then o*(x)(x) = 0.
A differential form of degree m on a manifold of dimension m is called a density. The real densities on an oriented manifold are partially ordered in the natural way. We say that the density </> is nonnegative iff </> ^ 0. For our purposes, a convenient form of Fubini's theorem is Proposition 1.2. Let M and N be oriented manifolds of class Cx. Let </> and </> be nonnegative measurable densities on M and N respectively. Let nx: M x N -*-M and tt2: MxN-*■ Nbe the projections. Then ■**(</>) A n* (t/j) is a nonnegative measurable density on MxN, and for each nonnegative measurable function fon MxN, f M(4>) a TTÍí» = f (f /(-,j#W JmxN JyeN\jM I
Proofs of Fubini's theorem have been published by Chevalley [2, pp. 165-167 ] and Stoll [10, Satz 7, . In the same vein, we require [2, pp. 164-165] , [10, Satz 6, : Proposition 1.3. 7er M and N be oriented manifolds of class Cx and dimension m. Let a: M-> Nbe a local diffeomorphism of class C1. Let x be a nonnegative measurable density on N, and let f be a nonnegative measurable function on M. Then f f\°*(x)\ = f 2 f(x)x(y)- JM JyeN xea~1(y) We appeal to the famous theorem of Sard [9] in modifying 1.3 to obtain a more usable Proposition 1.4 2. The fibered divisor. In the following, C denotes the field of complex numbers ; R, the reals; N, the natural numbers; Ao=Au{0}.
We adopt the convention O.co = oo-0 = 0.
Let G be a complex manifold with structure sheaf ¡D. For zeG, let £>z be the stalk of O over z and ro2 be the maximal ideal in Oz. If/is a holomorphic function on the open subset U of G and z g £/, we define vf(z) = sup {j | j e N0,f e ro2} g N0 vj {co}, where/2 is the germ off at z. A function v. G->-N0 is said to be a nonnegative divisor iff each aeG possesses an open neighborhood U on which there is a holomorphic function/with vf = v\U. The set
is called the support of v; it is empty or an analytic set of pure codimension 1. Let ?ft(M(v) ) denote the set of regular (simple) points of 5Dc (v) . The function v is constant on each connectivity component of ÎR (3)l(v)).
Let G and 77 be complex manifolds, and let a: G -> 77 be a holomorphic map. Let v be a nonnegative divisor on 77. Let V be an open connected subset of 77 on which there is a holomorphic function/with vf = v\V. Define a*(v)(z) = vf.a(z) for z £ cc~x(V).
The value of a*(v)(z) does not depend on the choice of V and /, so that a*(v) : G -> N0 u {oo} is well defined. If a(V)<^3R(v) for every nonempty open subset V of G, then a*(v) is a nonnegative divisor on G, called the induced divisor. Let G and 77 be complex manifolds of dimensions m and « respectively, and let p: G->-// be a holomorphic map. Suppose that dp has complex rank « at each point of G. (This implies that n^m.) Then, for each z e 77, Lz = p~x(z) is an («j-«)-dimensional smooth complex submanifold of G. Let iz:Lz^-G be the inclusion. If y is a nonnegative divisor on G, the fibered divisor Vo:G^N0\J{co} is defined by vD(w) = i*{w)(v)(w), i.e., it is the induced divisor on each fiber of p.
Lemma 2.1. Let G and 77 be complex manifolds of dimensions « and « -1 respectively, and let p: G -> 77 be a holomorphic map. Suppose that dp has complex rank n-lat each point ofG. Let vbea nonnegative divisor on G, and let xbea density on 77
Define M= 3f{(9JÎ(v)), and let t: M -*■ G be the inclusion. Then (1) v(a) = vp(a)for each ae M such that d(p ° t) has complex rank «-1 at a; (2) 
Proof. Our convention that co-0=0, applied to 1.1, shows that it will suffice to prove (1) . Since (1) is a local statement, we may assume that If M is a fc-dimensional complex submanifold of the complex manifold G,/is a function defined on M, y is a differential form of degree 2k on G, and i: M->G is the inclusion, we define
Jm provided this integral exists.
Proposition 2.2. Let G and H be complex manifolds of dimensions n and n -1 respectively, and let p: G ->■ T7 be a holomorphic map. Suppose that dp has complex rank n -1 at each point of G. Let v be a nonnegative divisor on G, and let f be a measurable function defined on M= 9t(5nl(i')). Let x be a nonnegative measurable density on H. Then f yfp*(x) = i 2 vMA*)x(z), By using some results of Stoll [12, Hilfssatz 6.3 and Hilfssatz 6.4, 3. Differential forms in a unitary space. If G is a complex manifold and </> is a differential form of class C1 on G, the exterior derivative d</> is defined. We have d=8 + 8, where 8 and 8 are bihomogeneous operators of bidegrees (1, 0) and (0, 1) respectively. Define dL = i(8 -8).
A unitary space is a complex vector space on which a positive definite Hermitian form (inner product) is defined. In the following, all unitary spaces are assumed finite dimensional, and Cn is considered as a unitary space under the ordinary (complex) inner product.
Let Z be a A>dimensional unitary space with inner product ( | ). If zeZ, the length of z is </>(z) = \z\ =(z\z)112-On Z we define the differential forms
On Z-{0} we define the differential forms
The euclidean volume element of Z is vk. We have
Define B={z \ z e Z, \z\ < 1}, S={z \ zeZ,\z\ = 1}. Orient S towards the exterior of B, let a be the euclidean volume element of S, and let t: S^-Z be the inclusion. Then (7 = -i*(dL*j> A vk_x).
Define 6: Z-{0} -* S by 0(z) = zl\z\. Then (t ° o)*(u) = cu [10, p. 142 ].
When we are considering more than one unitary space and confusion is possible, we will use superscripts on the above quantities to indicate the space to which they refer.
The important result of this section is the formula given in Lemma 3.1. Let Z be a k-dimensional unitary space. Then 9*(o) = (2/<f>2k)ri/\vk_x.
Proof. As mentioned above, we have a= -i*(dL4iAvk_x). Now
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i.e., -d1tfi=(2li/j)r¡. Hence
Note that
Let ex,..., ek be an orthonormal basis for Z, and define zf.Z-t-C by z;(z)
Similarly, M)*(<fe|z) = -(2/0l*|-V*).
Therefore 6*(a) = (2¡>l>2k)r¡ a i^_lf Q.E.D.
For reference we state the following well-known application of 1.2 (Fubini's theorem) : Proposition 3.2. Let Z be a k-dimensional unitary space. Let 0 á s < r, and define A ={z\z eZ, s< \z\ <r}. Let f be a nonnegative measurable function on A. Then
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In particular, iff(txa) =f(t2a)=g(a) for tx, t2 with s<tx<t2<r and all ae S, then jjvk = (l/2k)(r2k-s2k)jsga.
4. The first estimate. In the following, « will always denote an integer greater than 1. Let F be a unitary space. We say that ce Fis a unit vector iff \c\ = 1. If c is a unit vector, let
denote the space of vectors orthogonal to c, and let pc : V -*■ E(c) denote the projection defined by for infinitely many t e I, there is nothing to prove. We may therefore assume that 2 "/». -)(w) = 0 for / g T-{fj,.. ., tk}, where 0 = tx < t2 < ■ ■ • < tk = 1.
Fix jeN with ISjSk-l. There exists r<R' such that f(tJ+x, w)^0 for r^|w|</v'. Take t' with tj<t'<tj + x such that /(/, w)^0 if t'<t<tj+x and |w| =r. From part (1),
Similarly, there exists t" with tj<t"<tj + x and 2 "/«".■>(*•) = 2 "v«i. >(w)- and the desired estimate is trivial. (Here it is necessary that the summation be over O^r^l, rather than 0 ^ t< 1 as in 5.1.) If/(r, •) ^0 for each tel, we apply 5.1 to obtain 2 »«L-Wá 2 "«o.-)(w)+ 2 2 vnt.)(w),
which is the desired estimate, Q.E.D.
6. The third estimate. Let G be a complex manifold of dimension k, and let x be a differential form of bidegree (k-1, k-1) on G. We say that x is semipositive definite iff for every smooth (k-l)-dimensional complex submanifold M with inclusion tM : M -> G, the induced form i%(x) is a nonnegative density on M. We give another characterization of this property in Proposition 6.1. Let G be a complex manifold of dimension k, and let x be a differential form of bidegree (k-l, k-l) on G. Then x is semipositive definite if and only if for every differential form y of bidegree (I, 0) on G, the form \iyA y h y is a nonnegative density. It is well known that i£_, = p*(vz_x) + iri dw A dw A p*0Z-2).
Let M be an (« -l)-dimensional smooth complex submanifold of G, and let tM : M -+ G be the inclusion. Then 4«*(y) = -ii|w|-1|p|3-aBtA((w00 A íTvv-ívo^ a <ftv) A p*K_2)).
Note that y=4(2 S^ + (iv/|w|) dw) has bidegree (1, 0) and that iMp*(vl-2) is semipositive definite. According to 6.1, ¥y A y A iMp*(vZn-2) ^ 0.
But ¥y a y a tMp*(«n-2) = #4(4 00 A 3^ + í/w a dw + 2(w/\w\)d<f> A í/ív -2(iv/|w|) 00 A dw) a 4p*K-2) = i*tP*(2idi¡> A dip a vl^2) + i%(\idw A dw A p*(vz-2))
Hence i*a*(x) S ÍIH^^mK-!).
Letting 3 = 4(2 8<f> -(w/\w\) dw) and proceeding as with y, we obtain o s i/8 a s a 4p*K-2) = 4K-i)+2|p|2"-34«*(x).
Hence -4«*(x) = ilpl3-2"'^-!), which completes the proof of the inequality stated in this lemma. Integrating, we obtain Lemma 6.3. Let c be a unit vector in the n-dimensional unitary space V. Define Z=E(c), and let p = pc: F->Z. Define S=Sz={z \ zeZ, |z| = l}, and let a=oz be the euclidean volume element ofS. Let 0 < R0 < R, 0 < R" < R', and define V = {z+wc\zeZ,R0 < \z\ < R, R" < \w\ < R'}. JR" \JaeS Rq <t<R \w\ = r ! 7. Applying the estimates. We begin by giving coordinate-free definitions of the geometrical figures considered in the introduction. Let c be a unit vector in the unitary space V. For 0 < R0 < R, 0 < R" < R', we define Q(c; 7?, R') = {z+wc\ze E(c), \z\ < R, \w\ < R'}, T(c; R0, R; R", R') = Q(c; R0, R') u {z+ wc \ z e E(c), \z\ < R, R" < \w\ < R'}.
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We now combine our estimates to prove Lemma 7.1. Let 0<Po<Px<P, 0<P"<P'X<P', and let « be an integer greater than 1. Define L = L(n;P0,Px;P'x,P') = l+(2«-2)-1(271/70)2"-2(l+i7o (7'-70-1) .
Let c be a unit vector in the n-dimensional unitary space V. Define Z=E(c); and let P = pc. V ~^Z. Let v be a nonnegative divisor on Q(c; P, P'), and define M = m(^l(u))nÇi(c;Px,P[).
Then f vp*(vz_x) S L-Fv(r(c; 70, 7; P", P')).
Jm
Proof. Define F0= Vv(T(c;P0, P;P", P')). Define S=Sz = {z\ zeZ, \z\ = l}, and let a=az be the euclidean volume element of S. Define U = {z+wc\ZeZ,iP0 < \z\ < PX,P{ < \w\ < P'}, "W = f 2 2 vp(ta + wc)a(a).
JaeS iP0<t<Px |u>| = r Using 6.3 (the third estimate) and the fact that C/<= T(c;P0, P;P", P'), we obtain f a(r)dr S \(\P0f-2nVv(U) S ±(2/P0)2»-*V0.
Jn
Therefore there exists R' withP'X<R'<P' and a(R') S (7'-70-1i(2/70)2'-3F0. 
f vp*(vz_x)ïL-V0, Q.E.D.
Jm 8. Wiggling. In the last section we established an estimate for one of the « "components" of the volume of a divisor. Since estimation of the other «-1 "components" appears difficult, we avoid it by means of the "wiggling" lemmas. In proving our first wiggling lemma we use the existence of "normal" vectors: We have K») = (2 zX«0«/lc) = 2 (eÁc)zÁv), dw = V (e,|c) dz,, dw = V (c\e,) dzt.
Here we have used the fact that \c\ = 1. Since c was an arbitrary unit vector in V, we have
The second wiggling lemma shows that a small change in the unit vector c does not seriously disturb the geometrical figures of §7. Proof. Define e = Min (R-Rx, R'-R'x, R0). Define 8 = e/6(R+R'), P0 = R0-$e, Px = Rx+$e, P = R-$e, P" = R" + J¡E, Px = R'x+^e, P' = R'-$e.
Applying the triangle inequality many times will complete the proof; we omit this tedious exercise.
9. The lemma. We are finally prepared to prove the main result of this paper, a generalization to « dimensions of a result of K. Oka [8, p. 11 ].
Lemma 9.1. Let c be a unit vector in the n-dimensional unitary space V. Let 0 < 7?0 < Rx < R, 0 < R" < R'x < R'. Then there exists a constant C = C(n; R0, Rx, R; R", Rx, R') such that Fv(Q(c; Rx, R'x)) Í C-Vv(T(c; R0, R; R", R')) t for every nonnegative divisor v on Q(c; R, R'). [April Proof. Let 8>0, 0<Po<P1<P, 0<P"<P'x<P' be the constants given by 8.3. For each unit vector be Vwith \b -c\ <8, we have T(b;P0, P;P",P')<^ T(c; R0, R; R", R'),
Cl(b;P,P')^n(c;R,R'), Q(c;Rx,R'x)^ü(b,Px,P'x).
Let cx,..., cn be a basis for F with |c>| = l and [cy-c| <S, j=l,..., n. Let K = Min J2 \(e\c,)\2 \eeV,\e\ = l\ > 0.
Let Zj = E(Cj) and define p5=pCj: V->Z¡. According to 8.2,
whenever M is an (« -l)-dimensional smooth complex submanifold of V and iM: M-^ V is the inclusion. Let 7=7(«; P0, Pi! Pí, P') be the constant given in 7.1. Define C = C(«; R0, Rx, R; R", R'x, R') = nL/K. ÚK-XJ^L Fv(r(cy;P0,P;P",P')) i Ú (nL/K)Vv(Y(c; R0, R; R", R')), Q.E.D.
10. Stein manifolds. We assume knowledge of the basic facts about Stein manifolds listed by Gunning and Rossi [5, Theorem 4, p. 283] . In this section we supply an answer to the question : When is an open subset of a Stein manifold again a Stein manifold? We will use the answer given by H. J. Bremermann In the coordinates given by cx,.. .,cn.x, e, the Jacobian determinant of t is (-A/(zne))n_1^0; moreover t is one-to-one. Therefore r:Q.->Cn is biholo- 11. The set of points of the first kind. Oka [8, p. 11] introduced the concept of a point "de première espèce" given in Definition 11.1. Let 9î={vA}^eA be a family of nonnegative divisors on the «-dimensional complex manifold G, and let A = {aÁ}AeA be a family of nonnegative real numbers indexed by the same set A. A point a g G is said to be of the first kind (with respect to 9Î and A) iff there exists an open set U in Cn and a biholomorphic map a: U -» G such that (l)aea(U), (2) We generalize a result of Oka [8, in Theorem 11.2. Let yi={v^}h£A be a family of nonnegative divisors on the Stein manifold G, and let A={a^}ÁeA be a family of nonnegative real numbers. Then D = {z\zeG, z is of the first kind w.r.t. 3Î and A} is a Stein manifold.
